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Schemes, Promoters and Me - who does what when it comes to marketing your
show?
•Schemes: Brochures, websites, social media, press. Outreach work where there is
capacity, bulletins
•Promoters: Selling the tickets primarily leaflets and posters but also inviting groups
and schools, and word of mouth, press, social media
•Me: Overseeing your print and marketing materials and stepping in to help
coordinate things where necessary. I can also be used as ‘special ops’ if an event or
dates with a scheme are particularly struggling!
•RTDI: advocating nationally for our events and rural touring as a viable option for
dance. Direct invitations to special guests, a seasonal bulletin to existing/previous
dance organisations and social media
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Key things to remember about this:
•Each scheme operates slightly differently, so while there is an overall consensus it
is best to have a conversation with each scheme early on to find out what they need
when. In particular for brochure deadlines, but also to find out how much they act as
a go-between. They are there to help. If you have trouble getting hold of a promoter
then speak to the scheme with plenty of time. This can help in particular with print
needs.
•Remember schemes print their own brochures - what you use in the menu may well
be what ends up in the brochure unless you tell them otherwise - when updating your
marketing materials make sure everyone gets them!
•There are already quite a lot of cooks - keep communications simple where
possible! We have a number of companies who have in-house marketing people and
are also employing pr agencies - this can be overwhelming for our volunteer
promoters if they have a lot of different people communicating with them about
specific things! Lay it out early on who to contact for what and stick to that. If you are
employing extra people please pass on this information!
•I am here to be used! Letting me know as soon as possible if there is an issue is
when I can be most useful. Even if it is just cc-ing me into an email the first time
you’re chasing a scheme it means I can get a good overview of where you are at,
and know to keep an eye on things.
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Rural audiences are just audiences! We all know how hard it can be to develop an audience
for any event in any venue the real key to contacting any audience that isn’t a paid up
member of your niche is clear communication!
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•Having said that rural touring does have some unique opportunities and elements.
•
Often audiences have come purely on word of mouth. The promoter that
sold them their ticket is likely to be a friend - if you arm your promoter with
everything they need they can do wonders.
•
Rural audiences have a vested interest in a good night out/celebrating the
community. Rural audiences have an ownership over their venue, unlike
any other audience. Often their main concern is are they going to have a
good night out? This doesn’t mean your show has to be happy or ‘fun’ but
it HAS to communicate that it is high quality and offering something
special in THEIR venue.
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Making your marketing accessible to a rural (or just a none dance) audience
As we said before rural audiences are just audiences, and a lot of these tips are
good to keep in mind for accessing new audiences to dance.
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WHAT IS THE SHOW ABOUT? You really can not underestimate how important this
question is. I work with community promoters in urban and rural settings and the
number one thing they want and need to know is what is your show about. That
doesn’t mean the show has to have a clear-cut narrative - but if it does make sure it’s
clear in your copy! If the show is more abstract but around a very specific idea then
put that in your copy.
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Drop the jargon and the names and the credits. This is something dance and none
dance companies are guilty of but when it comes down to it, there is a very VERY
small percentage of the population that are fluent in ‘art speak!’ While it can be
important to acknowledge your influences and credit the people that have worked on
the piece ask yourself does that really tell people what your show is about? Does it
help sell the show to the average person? By all means, if you’ve got Meryl Streep in
your show doing the cha-cha put it on the poster! Or do those things belong in a
programme? Or does it belong in a thesis?
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It can be really hard to analyse your own copy when you’re the ones who have spent
months making the show. You know inherently what the show is about and have
probably spent a lot of time talking to other people who also know what the show is
about. So like getting a dramaturg in to see the piece, hand your leaflet to someone
who a) knows nothing about what you’ve been working on b) is not a dance or arts
professional. Let them read it, then ask them what they think the show is about… if
they get it in one, well done if they don’t… go back to the drawing board!
The key thing to remember: Making your materials accessible does not dumb down
your show! Meet the needs, exceed the expectations!
Words that don’t mean anything bingo: unique, dynamic, vibrant, diverse,
thought-provoking, ground-breaking, bespoke, challenging, digital, cross-genre,
innovative, life-changing, powerful, quality
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•Do use a photo of a person and show their eyes. Psychologically we are all
programmed to engage more with a photo that shows someone's eyes.
•If that image can capture ‘movement’ in some way that’s also great!
•It doesn’t have to be a production shot - it can be something that is representative of
the show! This isn’t lying to your audience, as long as you don’t have a ballerina for
swan lake and then perform a hip-hop show no one is going to complain. Show
Scarpini dance example.
•High-quality production shots are always a must! They help give a feel for your
show and act as great material for social media, however choosing one image to
sum up your whole show might not always be the best option - this is where a staged
photo is useful.
•Let your audience know what the show is. If it’s a dance show it should say ‘dance’
somewhere on the poster! Having a tag-line is always useful!
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•All hail the white space.
•
DON’T do tour leaflets.
• It prevents you from being able to list all the relevant details for
each venue
• It often holds up going to print waiting for each venue to provide and
proof details
• It makes it much more difficult for audiences (particularly rural ones)
to then realise it is happening on their doorstep
• Overprinting space must be white!
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•A5 leaflets should be double-sided and be aware that sometimes an A5 leaflet is
also used as a poster so make sure the front communicates as well as your poster.
•All publicity which is designed to be overprinting should be printed on non-gloss
paper! Silk or bond go through printers much better!
•A4 posters are a must for rural touring. This isn’t so much the case any more, but
we went through a bit of an epidemic with companies only providing a5 leaflets and
A3 posters believing these to be most useful. The fact is most community
noticeboards just don’t have room for A3 posters! If a promoter requests A3 that’s
great, but you will find A4 is much more common.
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I need to see your publicity as early in the design process as possible. I am here to offer
feedback and give guidance, and to make sure your print meets the rural touring needs. It is
no good sending me a copy of your publicity in its final draft or once you’ve gone to print!
It’s likely I will have feedback, and if we feel it is something that MUST be changed, then you
may have to reprint or pay extra design costs.
We provide feedback for a reason, and the feedback I provide is often not just based on my
opinion and experience - but from scheme managers and promoters too. We’re here to help
you not to tell you off!
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Social Media - who needs what and for what purpose?
•
Most schemes have some sort of social media presence - but their capacity for
running these accounts is varied. It’s good to make sure you provide them with
everything you have - but if it isn’t all used don’t go chasing them asking why!
•Promoters - promoters across the country vary in every way imaginable and social
media is no different. Some of them are very active, running accounts for their
venues or just using their own accounts so again send them any assets you have but do so with the correct tone!
•RTDI - we have Instagram, twitter and facebook. We’re using these not only to
promote individual shows but to advocate for the project generally. We’re particularly
keen on using social media to have a conversation with you, and to document your
rural touring journey!
Some ideas and tips for you…
•
Artist Video Postcards
•If you’re creating facebook events for your tour - invite the relevant pages and
people to co-host including RTDI and NRTF
•Join in with a conversation - if we tweet and ask you something reply!
•Show us behind the scenes - time lapses, car journeys, beautiful scenery: show us
just how much rural touring has to offer!
•Audience quotes and reviews
•On Instagram if you mention us directly in your story we can add you directly to
ours!
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Press for local audiences
•
Most schemes will send out press releases to their local press contacts. The key
word here is LOCAL and LOCAL press is interested in LOCAL people and
connections!
•If you are providing a press release or at least quotes for a press release it is worth
keeping this in mind - it’s different to writing a press release for a national dance
publication.
•Keep it genuine and excited, and steer away from making it sound like you’re
dumbing down, or scaling down for rural audiences.
•If there is a LOCAL connection make the most of it! Is a dancer returning home? Is
the piece about the sea and visiting the seaside.
•It comes back to what we talked about with your leaflets and copy. Why is it exciting
that this show is coming to this place?
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